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French Revolution 

Qn. 1  Describe the circumstances leading to the outbreak of revolutionary protest in France. 

An.1   

1. Social causes:-  The state if social inequality was the chief cause of the French  revolution. The 

first and second estates led a luxurious life and enjoyed numerous privileges and the third estate 

people led a miserable life. They paid heavy taxes and did forced labour.   

2. Political caused:-  Emperor Louis XVI of France was an empty headed despot. He and his queen 

Marie  Antoinette spend too much money fir their luxurious living and wasteful festivities.  His 

administration was very inefficient and people were tired and wanted ti change the 

administration.  

3. Economic causes:-  France had been continually involved in wars which had broken her 

economy.   

4. Immediate cause:-  The meting of estate generals and the formation of national assembly  is 

considered as the immediate cause of the  french revolution.  

5. Role of philosophers:- The teachings of John Locke,  Rouseau and Montesquieu  are also played 

an important role for the French revolution.  

Qn. 2  Which group of French society................. outcome of revolution?  

An:2   

1. The wealthy class of the third estate which came to be known as the new middle class of France 

benefitted the most from the revolution.   This group comprised of  big business men, petty 

officers, lawyers, teachers,  doctors and traders.  Previously these people had to pay state taxes 

and they dis nit enjoy equal status. But after the revolution they began to be treated equally 

with the upper sections of the society.  

2. With the abolition of feudal system, the nobility and the clergy came on the same level with the 

middle class.  They were forced ti give uo their privileges .  Their executive powers were also 

taken away from them.  

3. The poorer sections of the society that is peasants,  landless labourers, servants, daily 
wage earners would have been disappointed with the outcome of the 
revolution. Women also woukd have been highly discontented.  

Qn. 3  Describe the legacy........ ........... twentieth centuries.  

An. 3 

1. The ideas of liberty abd democratic rights were the most important legacy of the French 

revolution caused for the political movements in the world in the 19th and 20th centuries.  



2. The ideas of liberty,  equality and fraternity spread from France to the rest of Europe where the 

feudal system was finally abolished  

3. Colonised people reworked on the idea of freedom and create a sovereign nation state  

4. The idea of nationalism that emerged after the French revolution started becoming  mass 

movements all over the workd. 

5. The impact of French revolution would be seen  in India too.  

Qn. 4  Draw up a list.......... French revolution.  

An. 4   

1. Right to equality 

2. Right to freedom of speech and expression 

3. Right against exploitation  

4. Right to life 

5. Right to vote 

Qn. 5Would you agree with the view............ contradictions.?  Explain.  

An: 5   

1. The message of universal rights was definitely beset with contradictions. Many ideals of the 

declaration of rights of man and citizen were nit at all clear.  

2. The French revolution could not bring economic equality. The declaration of rights of man and 

citizen laid stress on equality but large section of the society was denied to it.  

3. Women were still regarded as passive citizens. They did nit have any political rights such as right 

to vote.  

4. Slavery existed in France till the first half of the 19th century.  

Qn. 6  How would you explain the rise of Napoleon.?  

An.  6(the answer of this question already given befire) 


